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Why will Euclid be great?Why will Euclid be great?

Large area/Large volume  Large area/Large volume  

High quality imagingHigh quality imaging

Large samples Large samples -- resolve interdependenciesresolve interdependencies

Finding very useful rare objectsFinding very useful rare objects

Spatial resolution > 5Spatial resolution > 5--10 times better than ground 10 times better than ground 

based widebased wide--field imagingfield imaging

Auger et al (2009)Auger et al (2009)

Meneghetti et al (2008)Meneghetti et al (2008)

NIR imagesNIR images

At z>0.6 Ha moves into the NIR. D4000, crucial At z>0.6 Ha moves into the NIR. D4000, crucial 

for identifying old stellar populations, does so at for identifying old stellar populations, does so at 

z ~1.5z ~1.5
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Why will Euclid be great?Why will Euclid be great?

“M51”: “M51”: 
SDSS @ z=0.1SDSS @ z=0.1Euclid @ z=0.1Euclid @ z=0.1 Euclid @ z=0.7Euclid @ z=0.7

Euclid images of z~1Euclid images of z~1 galaxies will have the galaxies will have the same same 

resolution as resolution as SDSS images at z~0.05SDSS images at z~0.05 and be at and be at 

least 3 magnitudes deeper.least 3 magnitudes deeper.
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Why will Euclid be great?Why will Euclid be great?
The large number of sources allows us to study the The large number of sources allows us to study the 

evolution of distribution functions in detail:evolution of distribution functions in detail:

In narrow bins in redshift (~10In narrow bins in redshift (~1066 per 0.1 in z with spectroscopic per 0.1 in z with spectroscopic 

redshifts redshifts -- compare to the SDSS which has ~10compare to the SDSS which has ~1066 spectraspectra in in 

totaltotal, >10, >1077 per bin with photometric redshifts)per bin with photometric redshifts)

MultiMulti--dimensional distribution functions.dimensional distribution functions.

Probe volume ~20 GpcProbe volume ~20 Gpc33 at z~2at z~2±±0.05  [SDSS out to 0.05  [SDSS out to 

z~0.2 probes ~0.3 Gpcz~0.2 probes ~0.3 Gpc33], thus reducing the impact of ], thus reducing the impact of 

cosmic variance and will be very efficient to find cosmic variance and will be very efficient to find rare rare 

objectsobjects..

SFR, MSFR, M**, metallicity, ionization properties, environment , metallicity, ionization properties, environment 

etc. etc. -- all with ~WFPCall with ~WFPC--2 class imaging.2 class imaging.

An SDSS survey for the 1<z<3 Universe. An SDSS survey for the 1<z<3 Universe. 



The properties of galaxiesThe properties of galaxies
Galaxies are characterised by many parametersGalaxies are characterised by many parameters

This can provide This can provide strict constraintsstrict constraints on modelson models

Requirement:  Requirement:  Very large samples.Very large samples.

Euclid will allow us to:Euclid will allow us to:★★ Study multiStudy multi--variate distribution functions of galaxies at variate distribution functions of galaxies at 

z~1z~1--3.3.

★★ Measure correlation functions as a function of Measure correlation functions as a function of 

luminosity, morphology, metallicity, stellar mass, SFRs, ...luminosity, morphology, metallicity, stellar mass, SFRs, ...

★★ Study galaxy properties in given environments Study galaxy properties in given environments (clusters, (clusters, 

filaments, groups)filaments, groups) as a function of other physical as a function of other physical 

parameters.parameters.

If you need 100 samples for a 1D If you need 100 samples for a 1D 

distribution, you might need 100distribution, you might need 10022 for 2D, for 2D, 

10010033 for 3D etc.for 3D etc.



Galaxy mergersGalaxy mergers
A crucial ingredient in any hierarchical cosmologyA crucial ingredient in any hierarchical cosmology
Yet theoretical models Yet theoretical models differdiffer by an by an order of magnitudeorder of magnitude in in 

their predictions their predictions -- the main obstacle: Baryon physics the main obstacle: Baryon physics 
(Hopkins et al 2010)(Hopkins et al 2010)

Current surveys (zCOSMOS, Current surveys (zCOSMOS, 

VVDS, etc) are too small to VVDS, etc) are too small to 

help constrain the physics.help constrain the physics.

Conselice et al (2009)Conselice et al (2009)
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Galaxy mergersGalaxy mergers
Euclid will:Euclid will:

Increase the sample size of spectroscopically known Increase the sample size of spectroscopically known 

mergers by mergers by ~3~3--4 orders of magnitude4 orders of magnitude (much more (much more 

when combined with photowhen combined with photo--zs)zs)

Provide highProvide high--resolution imaging which is invaluable in resolution imaging which is invaluable in 

understanding the nature of these systems.understanding the nature of these systems.

Provide physical properties for the systems by Provide physical properties for the systems by 

combining spectroscopic and photometric information.combining spectroscopic and photometric information.

Allow us to study mergers as a function of Allow us to study mergers as a function of 

environment, mass, nuclear activity, ...environment, mass, nuclear activity, ...



Passive galaxies Passive galaxies 
Moresco et al (2010)Moresco et al (2010) The typical formation redshift of The typical formation redshift of 

massive galaxies/spheroids is massive galaxies/spheroids is 

at z~2 and above. at z~2 and above. 

Finding the most massive, Finding the most massive, 

passive galaxies at highpassive galaxies at high--z z 

offers strong constraints on offers strong constraints on 

galaxy evolution theory but is galaxy evolution theory but is 

challenging because there are challenging because there are 

~1/deg~1/deg22..

Need very large areas with deep NIR imaging Need very large areas with deep NIR imaging ⇒⇒
Euclid is perfectly suited, groundEuclid is perfectly suited, ground--based facilities based facilities 

can not compete.can not compete.



Galaxy clustersGalaxy clusters
Euclid NIPEuclid NIP

eRositaeRosita

Euclid will be great at finding and Euclid will be great at finding and 

characterising highcharacterising high--z clusters z clusters 

(need NIR)(need NIR)

It will also match very well to It will also match very well to 

eRosita.eRosita.

Will enable a range of studies Will enable a range of studies 

of the evolution of galaxies in of the evolution of galaxies in 

the densest environments:the densest environments:

Muzzin et alMuzzin et al

Morphology density/red Morphology density/red 

sequence evolution, mass sequence evolution, mass 

profiles, star formation in highprofiles, star formation in high--

z clusters ++z clusters ++



The relationship between dark and The relationship between dark and 

luminous matterluminous matter

The relationship between dark and The relationship between dark and 

luminous matterluminous matter
How efficient are galaxies at forming stars in a dark How efficient are galaxies at forming stars in a dark 

matter halo?  How does this depend on galaxy matter halo?  How does this depend on galaxy 

parameters?parameters?

To adress:To adress:
★★ Lensing/clustering to Lensing/clustering to 

derive halo masses   derive halo masses   ✔✔
★★ Deep NIR + optical Deep NIR + optical 

photometry to get stellar photometry to get stellar 

massesmasses ✔✔
★★ Spectroscopy for Spectroscopy for 

accurate redshifts and accurate redshifts and 

physical properties   physical properties   ✔✔



Finding dwarf galaxiesFinding dwarf galaxies

Courtesy Ivan Baldry (independent mission scientist)Courtesy Ivan Baldry (independent mission scientist)

Euclid will be Euclid will be 

exceptionally well exceptionally well 

suited to detect suited to detect 

low surface low surface 

brightness dwarfsbrightness dwarfs



Euclid legacy in numbersEuclid legacy in numbers
WhatWhat EuclidEuclid Before EuclidBefore Euclid

Galaxies at 1<z<3 with good Galaxies at 1<z<3 with good 

mass estimatesmass estimates
~2x10~2x1088 ~5x10~5x1066

Massive galaxies (1<z<3) Massive galaxies (1<z<3) 

w/spectraw/spectra
~few x 10~few x 1033 ~few tens~few tens

HHαα emitters/metal abundance emitters/metal abundance 

in z~2in z~2--33
~4x10~4x1077/10/1044 ~10~1044/~10/~1022??

Galaxies in massive clusters Galaxies in massive clusters 

at z>1at z>1
~2x10~2x1044 ~10~1033??

Type 2 AGN (0.7<z<2)Type 2 AGN (0.7<z<2) ~10~1044 <10<1033

Dwarf galaxiesDwarf galaxies ~10~1055

TTeffeff ~400K Y dwarfs~400K Y dwarfs ~few 10~few 1022 <10<10

Strongly lensed galaxyStrongly lensed galaxy--scale scale 

lenseslenses
~300,000~300,000 ~10~10--100100

z > 8 QSOsz > 8 QSOs ~30~30 NoneNone


